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ABSTRACT
We present a catalog of 129 X-ray galaxy groups, covering a redshift range 0.04<z<1.23, selected in the ∼3 degree2 part of the
CFHTLS W1 field overlapping XMM observations performed under the XMM-LSS project. We carry out a statistical study of the
redshift evolution out to redshift one of the magnitude gap between the first and the second brightest cluster galaxies of a well defined
mass-selected group sample. We find that the slope of the relation between the fraction of groups and the magnitude gap steepens with
redshift, indicating a larger fraction of fossil groups at lower redshifts. We find that 22.2±6% of our groups at z≤0.6 are fossil groups.
We compare our results with the predictions of three semi-analytic models based on the Millennium simulation. The intercept of the
relation between the magnitude of the brightest galaxy and the value of magnitude gap becomes brighter with increasing redshift. This
trend is steeper than the model predictions which we attribute to the younger stellar age of the observed brightest cluster galaxies.
This trend argues in favor of stronger evolution of the feedback from active galactic nuclei at z<1 compared to the models. The slope
of the relation between the magnitude of the brightest cluster galaxy and the value of the gap does not evolve with redshift and is well
reproduced by the models, indicating that the tidal galaxy stripping, put forward as an explanation of the occurrence of the magnitude
gap, is both a dominant mechanism and is sufficiently well modeled.
Key words. galaxies: X-rays: clusters, galaxies: evolution, galaxies: groups, methods: statistical, surveys
1. Introduction
Groups and clusters are important environments for the forma-
tion and evolution of galaxies, particularly for the very bright
galaxies. In the last few decades, several observational and theo-
retical studies have focused on the group and cluster environ-
ments in order to advance our understanding of their galaxy
properties (e.g., White & Rees 1978; Yang et al. 2005; Yang
et al. 2008; Yang et al. 2009; Zandivarez et al. 2006; Zibetti et al.
2009; Percival et al. 2010; van den Bosch et al. 2013; Hearin
et al. 2013; Scoville et al. 2007).
While effects of gravity on galaxy formation have been mod-
eled in great detail (e.g., Zel’dovich 1970; Weinberg 1972; Press
& Schechter 1974; Huntley 1980; Barnes 1989; Bekki et al.
2002; Libeskind et al. 2006; Junqueira et al. 2013), processes
of the galaxy evolution are also governed by the gas content
available for star-formation. For galaxies in groups and clus-
ters, the cold gas content depends on both external (cooling of
the intracluster medium (ICM), gas stripping by galactic motion
through ICM, observed even for the central galaxy due to slosh-
ing), and internal processes galactic outflows, driven by the feed-
back from active galactic nuclei (AGN) and supernovae (Croton
et al. 2006). In addition, the central galaxy can grow by merging
and tidal stripping of satellite galaxies.
Dynamical friction causes massive galaxies in halos with
sufficiently low velocity dispersion to merge in a few Gyrs
with the central group galaxy, forming a giant elliptical
galaxy (Ponman et al. 1994). Within this galaxy-galaxy merger
paradigm, luminosity gap may be sensitive to merger rates in
groups and clusters of galaxies. To get the insights on the pro-
cesses associated with the formation of central galaxies, we em-
bark on a study of the occurrence of the magnitude gap.
The magnitude gap is often used to study the formation his-
tory and dynamical age of the hosting halo, particularly in fos-
sil groups (Milosavljevic´ et al. 2006; van den Bosch et al. 2007;
Dariush et al. 2007). Simulations of D’Onghia et al. (2005) show
that early formed groups ( , fossils) have larger magnitude gaps.
Tracing fossil groups forward in time, Von Benda-Beckmann
et al. (2008) find that their large magnitude gaps can be filled
by a recent infall of galaxies. Also, some merger events may not
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be caught by the gap statistics, as indicated by a study of La
Barbera et al. (2012). Thus, to derive conclusions from the gap
statistics, a comparison to numerical simulations is required. To
date, such a comparison has only been performed on the nearby
galaxy groups at z∼0 and massive clusters at z∼0.2 (Dariush
et al. 2010; Smith et al. 2010). This paper expands the studies
of the cosmic evolution of the magnitude gap to a redshift of
1.1.
To the extremes of the magnitude gap characterization be-
long the fossil groups, which have LX &2.13×1042 h−2erg s−1
and a magnitude gap above ∆M1,2=2 mag (Jones et al. 2003).
Origin and nature of fossil groups are still not completely under-
stood. Identification of these systems is challenging, and further
studies and observations (i.e., X-ray and spectroscopic) of fos-
sil groups are of interest. According to Jones et al. (2003), 8 to
20 per cent of all galaxy groups are fossils. Simulations suggest
that fossils tend to reside in less dense environments compared
to an average group of similar total mass and formation history
D’Onghia et al. (2005); Dariush et al. (2007); Dı´az-Gime´nez et
al. (2011). This is also observed in the environmental study of a
fossil group, ESO 3060170 (Su et al. 2013). Fossil galaxy groups
have been shown to exhibit interesting properties such as con-
centrated dark matter halos (Khosroshahi et al. 2007; Humphrey
et al. 2012), disky isophotes of the central galaxies (Khosroshahi
et al. 2006; Smith et al. 2010). From the age and metallicity gra-
dients of fossils, in a study based on six galaxies Eigenthaler &
Zeilinger (2013) concluded that these systems form by multiple
mergers of massive galaxies.
Identification and detection of galaxy groups is also chal-
lenging, since the overdensity of galaxies per unit area in
a redshift slice is more sensitive to the projection effects
by foreground and background galaxies compared to clus-
ters. In addition, to study the galaxy properties it is advanta-
geous to have a group selection that is independent of galaxy
properties. Extended X-ray emission from groups and clus-
ters of galaxies offers such a selection (Borgani & Guzzo
2001; Rosati et al. 2002). Deep XMM and Chandra sur-
veys such as Chandra Deep Field South (CDFS; Giacconi
et al. 2002), Chandra Deep Field North (CDFN; Bauer et al.
2002), Lockman Hole (Finoguenov et al. 2005), the Cosmic
Evolution Survey (COSMOS; Finoguenov et al. 2007), XMM-
Large Scale Structure (LSS; Pacaud et al. 2007), the Canadian
Network for Observational Cosmology (CNOC2; Finoguenov
et al. 2009; Connelly et al. 2012), Subaru-XMM Deep Field
(SXDF; Finoguenov et al. 2010), the XMM-Newton-Blanco
Cosmology Survey project (XMM-BCS; Sˇuhada et al. 2012)
reveal new capabilities of X-ray selection of groups. Catalogs
available from these surveys have already made an important
contribution to studies of galaxy formation and evolution (e.g.,
Tanaka et al. 2008, 2012; Giodini et al. 2009; Silverman et al.
2009; Allevato et al. 2012).
The main goal of this paper is to identify X-ray galaxy
groups in the part of the CFHTLS W1 field covered by XMM ob-
servations. We carry out a statistical study of the redshift evolu-
tion, up to a redshift of 1.1, of the magnitude gap and the volume
abundance of the detected X-ray galaxy groups. We combine the
observational measurements of the distribution of the luminos-
ity gap of groups and the absolute magnitude of the brightest
galaxies, and compare this to predictions of semi-analytic mod-
els (SAMs) from Bower et al. (2006, hereafter B06), De Lucia &
Blaizot (2007, hereafter DLB07) and Guo et al. (2011, hereafter
G11). The study of magnitude gap statistics and X-ray properties
of galaxy groups enable us to identify fossil group candidates in
our sample. We also report on the redshift evolution of the extent
of X-ray detection from galaxy groups.
The structure of this paper is as follows: we present the
XMM-Newton and CFHTLS data in §2. §3 gives a brief de-
scription of the SAMs we use in this paper, highlighting their
differences and similarities. In §4, we describe the group iden-
tification technique and present a catalog of galaxy groups. §5
discusses group membership contamination. We present magni-
tude gap statistics and relation between the magnitude of the first
and second brightest group galaxies (BGGs) and the magnitude
gap in §6. We summarize our results in §7.
Unless stated otherwise, we adopt a ‘concor-
dance’cosmological model, with (ΩΛ,ΩM , h)=(0.75, 0.25,
0.71), where the Hubble constant is characterized as 100 h km
s−1 Mpc−1 and quote uncertainties on 68% confidence level.
2. Data
2.1. XMM-Newton data
A description of the XMM–Newton observatory is given by
Jansen et al. (2001). We use the data collected by the European
photon imaging cameras (EPIC): the pn-CCD camera (Stru¨der
et al. 2001) and the MOS-CCD cameras (Turner et al. 2001).
In this paper we analyzed the XMM-Newton observations of
the CFHTLS wide (W1) field as a part of the XMM–LSS survey
Pierre et al. (2007). The details of observations and data reduc-
tion are presented in Bielby et al. (2010). We concentrate on the
low-z counterparts of the X-ray sources and use all XMM obser-
vations performed till 2009, covering an area of 2.276◦×2.276◦.
Altogether, ∼3 degrees2 of this area is covered by the optical
data of the CFHTLS survey. The primary cluster catalog of the
XMM-LSS project is published in Adami et al. (2011). The
group catalog presented in this paper extends the Adami et al.
(2011) work to low-mass systems, as well as presents X-ray flux
estimates with contribution from point sources removed. This
allows us to self-consistently infer cluster masses, using the cal-
ibrations achieved in the COSMOS survey using a similar flux
extraction technique (Leauthaud et al. 2010). In our modeling of
the survey sensitivity, we account for both the variation in the
exposure due to differences in the flare removal, vignetting, and
the aperture flux loss for nearby groups.
The modeling of the flux limit is defined by the spatial scales
used for the detection and the sensitivities achieved on these
scales. The change in the flux limit with redshift occurs at red-
shifts below 0.2 and is due to the correction for the missing flux,
while the aperture flux limit is considered to be redshift indepen-
dent. The correction for the missing flux is done following the
tabulations of Finoguenov et al. (2007).
In Fig. 1 we present the flux limit corresponding to the best
10% (solid red curve) and 90% (dotted blue curve) of the area. In
addition to an increase in the flux, very low-z systems are hard to
identify in the photometric data due to the projection effects. The
volume covered at low-z (e.g., z < 0.05) is very small, 0.02% of
the total survey volume, while formal galaxy group luminosi-
ties are below 1041 ergs s−1 level, beyond the explored level for
galaxy groups. The dashed black horizontal line in Fig.1 illus-
trates the 10−14 ergs s−1 cm −2 flux threshold adopted for the C1
XMM-LSS sample (Pacaud et al. 2007). The open black squares
with error bars show our flux (ergs s−1 cm −2, 0.5–2 keV band)
estimates versus redshift. We show 30 galaxy groups in com-
mon with Adami et al. (2011) with filled blue squares. These
30 galaxy groups include one system from C0, all 17 systems
from C1 which are within the CFHTLS coverage, five systems
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from C2 and seven systems from C3 in the XMM-LSS classi-
fication. Using simulations, Pacaud et al. (2006) classified ex-
tended sources as C1 and C2. The C1 class is a purely X-ray
selected cluster (i.e., less than 1% of clusters can be found as
miss-classified point-like source). The C2 class allows for the
50% contribution from the miss-classified point-liked sources.
The C3 clusters are classified as faint objects with less-well
characterized X-ray properties. These objects have been selected
mostly by visual inspection of the optical and X-ray data. The C0
class considered as the low mass cluster category without clear
X-ray emission. The detailed information is presented in Adami
et al. (2011); Pacaud et al. (2007); Pacaud et al. (2006).
In Fig. 2 we compare our flux estimates in the 0.5–2 keV
band for the galaxy groups and clusters in common with Adami
et al. (2011). As can be seen, our estimates of flux for these
groups are generally consistent, but some groups, notoriously
all the groups at z>0.6 (filled symbols in Fig.2), have lower flux
in our analysis. In Fig. 2, we also study the possibility of these
differences to stem from the extrapolation of the flux, and find
it unlikely, as the values for radii of R500 we use are compa-
rable to the 0.5 Mpc radius, used in Adami et al. (2011). All
these high-z groups have strong contribution from point sources
to the emission, which we detect and remove, which would ex-
plain the differences in the flux estimates. Most of these point
sources are not aligned with cluster center and can hardly be
associated with unresolved cool cores. A previous case of such
disagreement in the flux, related to the z=1.6 cluster (compare
Tanaka et al. (2010); Papovich et al. (2010)), has been settled
by Chandra observation in favor of our flux (Pierre et al. 2012).
Our own correction for the removal of cool core flux of high-
z groups, based on the Chandra data on COSMOS, included in
the analysis of Leauthaud et al. (2010), is 10% on average. This
correction is applied when using the scaling relations.
Our modeling of the survey volume, used for refined selec-
tion of the mock galaxy catalogs, takes into account the relation
between the luminosities we extract from our flux estimates and
a total mass, inferred by the weak lensing analysis (Leauthaud
et al. 2010) on systems of similar mass and redshift found in the
COSMOS field. The two-dimensional information on the sensi-
tivity toward the flux detection and the resulting flux limits as a
function of redshift discussed above.
2.2. Photometric and spectroscopic data
The CFHTLS wide observations have been carried out in the pe-
riod between 2003 and 2008, covering an effective survey area
of ∼154 square degrees. The W1 field is the widest field of
the CFHTLS survey and covers an area of ∼64 square degrees
around RA = 02h18m00s, Dec = 07h00m00s. The optical images
and data of the CFHTLS were obtained with the MegaPrime in-
strument mounted on the CFHT in the five filters u∗, g′, r′, i′ and
z′ (e.g., Erben et al. 2013).
The completeness limits and image quality of the photomet-
ric survey data are important for the detection of the optical
counterparts of the X-ray sources and for the accuracy of the
photometric redshift of galaxies (e.g., Mirkazemi et al. 2014;
Brimioulle et al. 2008; Bordoloi et al. 2012).
For the purposes of our study the completeness toward the
detection of the second brightest galaxies is important for the
large magnitude gap systems at high-z.
In Fig. 3 we show the completeness limits, r′ ∼25 mag (ver-
tical dotted black line), i′ ∼24.5 mag and z′ ∼24 mag for the op-
tical data of CFHTLS-W1 field overlapping XMM observations.
We also compare the r′-band magnitude distribution of BGGs in
Fig. 1. Detected flux (0.5-2 keV band) as a function of redshift
for the sample and its modeling. The open black squares with
error bars present our identified galaxy groups. The filled blue
squares mark the galaxy groups in common with Adami et al.
(2011) catalog. Solid red (dotted blue) curve shows the sensi-
tivity achieved at the deepest 10 (90)% area of the survey. The
dashed black horizontal line shows the 10−14 ergs s−1 cm −2 flux
threshold adopted for the C1 XMM–LSS sample.
Fig. 2. Comparison of the reported flux in the 0.5–2 keV band
for galaxy groups and clusters in common between Adami et
al. (2011) and our catalog, (Flux(Adami/FluxOurs − 1) versus R500
(Mpc). We illustrate C1 clusters with black triangles, C2 clusters
with red diamonds and C3 clusters with blue squares. The filled
and open symbols show galaxy groups and clusters at redshift
ranges z>0.6 and z≤0.6, respectively. The dashed vertical blue
line at 0.5 Mpc, marks the fixed radius used for the flux estimates
in Adami et al.(2011).
our catalog in two redshift ranges, z≤0.5 (solid black histogram)
and z>0.5 (dashed black histogram), to the r′-band completeness
limit of the CFHTLS.
This comparison indicates that completeness limit has no ef-
fect on the magnitude gap calculation of groups with ∆M1,2 <2.
However for the z> 0.5 groups with ∆M1,2 > 2, the determi-
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Fig. 3. Magnitude distribution of the CFHTLS-W1 photometric
data in r′-, i′- and z′ band. The solid and dashed black histograms
indicate the r′-band magnitude distribution of BGGs and BCGs
in our catalog in the redshift ranges, z6 0.5 and z>0.5, respec-
tively. The dotted black vertical line represents the magnitude
completeness of the CFHTLS data in r′-band.
nation of the gap is affected by the completeness. In order to
account for this effect in the plots, we assigned all ∆M1,2 > 2
systems to a single bin (see Fig. 12).
In this paper, we use the photometric redshift catalogs of the
CFHTLS survey by Brimioulle et al. (2008); Brimioulle et al.
(2013). The XMM-CFHTLS W1 field, has a good spectroscopic
coverage of ∼ 0.64 degrees2 with the VIMOS-VLT Deep Survey
(VVDS) (Le Fe`vre et al. 2004, 2005) and the targeted cluster
follow-up of Adami et al. (2011).
3. Semi-analytic galaxy catalogs
In order to decipher the observational trends it is instructive to
compare them to predictions of theory. To this end we have em-
barked on the semi-analytic galaxy catalogs of B06, DLB07,
and G11. All three models implemented on the dark matter halo
merging trees obtained from the Millennium simulation which
was described in detail in Springel et al. (2005).
The B06 model improves Durham SAMs (GALFORM; e.g.,
Cole et al. 2000; Benson et al. 2003) notably the black hole
growth, AGN feedback (Kauffmann & Haehnelt 2000) and disk
instability (Cole et al. 2000; Mo et al. 1998). The DLB07 model
is a developed SAM of those presented in Springel et al. (2005),
De Lucia et al. (2006) and Croton et al. (2006) models. G11 is
an updated version of these models.
To estimate the photometric properties of galaxies, DLB07
and G11 apply the stellar population synthesis model of Bruzual
& Charlot (2003) and the initial mass function (IMF) of Chabrier
(2003). B06 uses a Kennicutt (1983) IMF with no correction for
brown dwarf stars and outputs magnitudes in the Vega system,
which we convert to the AB system to match two other models.
G11 refines the definition of a satellite galaxy in halos and
treats a galaxy as a satellite, applying the tidal and ram-pressure
stripping, only at times when it is located within Rvir. In two
other models a galaxy acts as a satellite when it is ascribed to
a larger friends-of-friends halo and its hot gas atmosphere is
immediately stripped, leading a reddening in color and a rapid
decline in the star formation. Thus, modifications of G11 lead
galaxies to retain more gas for star formation.
The merger trees (Harker et al. 2006) used in the B06 model
differ from that implemented in DLB07 and G11 (Springel et al.
2005). All three models include star-bursts triggered by major
merger, associated with the mass ratio of the merging progeni-
tors in excess of 0.3. When a major merger occurs, all the stel-
lar objects in progenitors are transferred into the bulge of the
remnant galaxy. In G11 and DLB07 a fraction of cold gas turns
into the bulge stars (Somerville et al. 2001), while in B06 all the
cold gas is converted into stars. Among these three models only
G11 considers the satellite-satellite mergers, which can reduce
the number of satellite galaxies in massive halos (e.g., Kim et al.
2009).
Another relevant physical process for galaxy evolution
which has only been taken into account in G11 model is a tidal
disruption of the stellar component from merging satellites (e.g.,
Font et al. 2008; Henriques & Thomas 2010).
Following (e.g., White & Frenk 1991), all three SAMs ap-
ply a model for the cooling from hot gas halo. They all define a
cooling radius to distinguish between the rapid cooling and static
hot halo regimes and compare it with the virial radius (DLB07
and G11) or the free-fall radius (B06). B06 assumes that cooling
flows in halos with virial velocities below 50 km s−1 are sup-
pressed at z≤6 (see B06 and G11). In addition, all the models
include the AGN feedback based on the model introduced by
Kauffmann & Haehnelt (2000) which suppresses cooling flows
in massive halos. The feedback used in B06 is similar to the ra-
dio mode feedback considered in Croton et al. (2006), but the
details of implementation are different. In B06 AGN feedback is
more effective at low-z during the quasi-hydrostatic phase. G11
and DLB07 apply both the radio mode and quasar mode follow-
ing Croton et al. (2006). In G11 the radio mode feedback and
gas cooling are also applied on massive satellite galaxies.
Finally, all three SAMs implement SNe feedback from mas-
sive stars, which can heat gas and eject it from the cold disc into
the hot halo. G11 uses a model of the SNe feedback which de-
pends on the galaxy circular velocity (Vmax) and gives stronger
feedback at low-Vmax and dwarf galaxies.
In summary, treatments of both minor and major mergers
as well as dry and wet mergers, cooling flows, AGN and stellar
feedback can affect galaxy evolution and its properties (e.g., stel-
lar mass, luminosity and stellar age). In this paper, we perform
a statistical study of the redshift evolution of the magnitude gap
out to z=1.1 to compare the galaxy properties in massive halos
predicted by different SAMs and examine consistency with ob-
servations.
4. Group Identification
4.1. Red-sequence Method
The full details of our red sequence finder are presented in
Mirkazemi et al. (2014), but here we provide an outline of the
method. We measure an excess of red sequence galaxies over
the background within the 0.5 Mpc radius from the X-ray cen-
ter. The background is computed using 200 random areas in the
CFHTLS survey and repeating the selection of galaxies used in
the red sequence. We define the red sequence significance as
a ratio of the excess number density of red sequence galaxies
to a dispersion in the number density of background galaxies.
The redshift at which the red sequence significance reaches its
maximum value is taken as the redshift of a cluster. Our red se-
quence filter is defined as sliding (as a function of redshift) up-
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Fig. 4. Example of using two color magnitude diagrams to iden-
tify the red sequence of a galaxy cluster at z=0.28 (cluster
100320). Top and bottom panels show g′-r′ and r′-i′ versus z′-
band magnitude, respectively. Gray points are all galaxies within
the radius of 0.5 Mpc from the X-ray source center. Black dots
are red galaxy group members selected according to the method
described in §4.1. The upper and the lower ranges of colors are
shown with the horizontal dashed lines.
per and lower limits for galaxy colors and a selection of bright,
L≥ 0.4 L∗, galaxies. Using Maraston et al. (2009) stellar popu-
lation models for the red galaxies we derived the characteristic
luminosity L∗ for the MegaCam g′, r′, i′ and z′ filters at each
redshift. A model for the colors of red sequence galaxies is de-
rived by a sample of red galaxies with spectroscopic data from
the SDSS III (Aihara et al. 2011) and Hectospec (Mirkazemi
et al. 2014). This sample of red galaxies gives a model for col-
ors of red galaxies up to a redshift of 0.75. Beyond this redshift,
Maraston et al. (2009) stellar population model was used. The
upper and lower ranges on colors of red galaxies were defined
as ±2∆rs around the color model at each redshift. The dispersion
∆rs has two terms: an intrinsic color dispersion and the mea-
surement uncertainty. The first term is modeled by varying the
metallicity in the PEGASE.2 stellar population models (Fioc &
Rocca-Volmerange 1999). To compute the second term, we use
the error in measuring the magnitudes in the CFHTLS data, as
detailed in Bielby et al. (2010).
We chose the following combination of filters as a function
of redshift for the red sequence algorithm:
Fig. 5. Photometric redshift versus spectroscopic redshift for our
sample of galaxy groups. Black line gives the 1:1 relation and
the dotted blue lines show the adopted ±0.05(1 + z) uncertainty
of our red sequence redshift.
0.05≤z≤0.66 : g′, r′, i′
0.66<z≤1.10 : r′, i′, z′.
Fig. 4 shows the g′-r′ and r′-i′ colors versus z′ band magnitude
for a cluster at a redshift of 0.28.
For computing the absolute magnitude of red sequence
galaxies, we applied a χ2 template-fitting method using the Le
Phare package (Arnouts et al. 2002) and templates of Ilbert et
al. (2006). We applied the Calzetti et al. (2000) extinction law
to the star-forming, irregular and star burst templates. Absolute
magnitudes of member galaxies were computed assuming the
redshift of their host galaxy group. Similar to Ilbert et al. (2009)
and Salvato et al. (2009), we applied the AUTOADAPT mode
of the Le Phare code on a sample of galaxies with spectroscopic
redshifts from the VVDS survey to reduce the systematic off-
set between photometric and spectroscopic redshifts by adjust-
ing photometric zero points. Further details of the procedure can
be found in Ilbert et al. (2006).
For galaxy groups, located within the VVDS survey, we
compute the mean spectroscopic redshift of red sequence galax-
ies and identify as member the galaxies located within R200 from
the center of the group and obeying
|zmember − zgroup| < 3σx(v)c (1)
We estimate the galaxy velocity dispersion σx(v) using the virial
mass of groups (estimated from the X-ray luminosity), as intro-
duced in Erfanianfar et al. (2013). In Tab.1 we present the values
of R200 and σx(v) for each galaxy group.
We were able to assign a spectroscopic redshift to 15 galaxy
groups using the spectroscopic data of the VVDS survey. For fur-
ther 30 groups and clusters in common with Adami et al. (2011)
catalog, spectroscopic redshifts are adopted from that study. For
the sample of spectroscopically identified systems, in Fig. 5 we
compare the red sequence redshift to the spectroscopic one. The
standard deviation between the red sequence and spectroscopic
redshifts is 0.04. Black line gives the 1:1 relation and blue dotted
lines correspond to the adopted uncertainty in our red sequence
redshift determination of ±0.05(1 + z).
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Fig. 6. Contours of the extended X-ray emission overlaid on the CFHTLS RGB image in i′, r′, g′ filters. Top left panel shows a
spectroscopically confirmed cluster at z=0.47 within the center of X-ray emission and having a single optical counterpart, with a
high significance of X-ray flux estimate (flag=1 and flag=3 if without the spectroscopic confirmation). Top right panel, assigned with
a flag=2, indicates a presence of two overlapping X-ray sources at z=0.52 and z=0.15. The bottom left image shows the multiple
optical counterparts within the X-ray emission with no possibility of separating out their contributions (flag=4). The bottom right
panel shows a galaxy group at z=0.60 located at the edge of of X-ray emission (flag=5). The scale bar presented in each image.
4.2. Visual inspection and identification of group candidates
For identification of galaxy groups, assignment of a photomet-
ric redshift and determination of the contamination from several
optical groups, we used the red-sequence technique as described
in §4.1.
We visually inspected optical counterparts of each X-ray
source using the photometric redshift catalog of the CFHTLS
(Brimioulle et al. 2008; Brimioulle et al. 2013) and the CFHTLS
RGB image in i′, r′ and g′ filters. The visual inspection helps us
to assign a redshift to each X-ray source, and to evaluate the cor-
respondence between the galaxy distribution and the X-ray emis-
sion. For some sources where we found more than one counter-
part and where the shape of X-ray emission allows us to separate
the contribution from several counterparts, we specify a new ID
in our X-ray source catalog.
We define a flag for each extended X-ray source based on the
visual inspection and the position of the over-density of galaxies
inside each X-ray source. We use flag values 1 and 3 to mark the
best identifications. This requires having both a unique X-ray
source with a well-defined center, and a unique optical coun-
terpart with the spectroscopic confirmation for flag=1 or with-
out one – for flag=3. A flag=2 is assigned when a single X-ray
source has been split into several sources (e.g., top right panel in
Fig.6). A flag=4 indicates a presence of multiple optical counter-
parts, whose contribution to the observed X-ray emission is not
possible to separate or rule out (e.g., bottom left panel in Fig.6).
In cases where the X-ray emission covers a part of the group
area and a concentration of galaxies is located at the edge of
X-ray emission, we assign a flag=5 (e.g., bottom right panel in
Fig 6). Finally, systems with a potentially wrong assignment of
optical counterpart are also flagged as 5.
4.3. Catalog of identified groups
We present a catalog of 129 X-ray selected galaxy groups in
Tab. 1. Columns 1 and 2 indicate the internal X-ray source ID
and our defined group ID. Columns 3 and 4 are the RA (J2000)
and Dec (J2000) of the X-ray center. Column 5 shows the group
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photometric redshift estimated according to the method outlined
in §4.1.
Fig. 7. Halo mass versus redshift for the detected X-ray groups.
Groups with ∆M1,2≥1.7 have been marked with red filled circles.
The dashed boxes show the four subsamples, defined in §4.3.
Column 6 is the total group mass, M200c, in M and a cor-
responding statistical error, obtained using the Lx − M relation
of Leauthaud et al. (2010). The systematic uncertainty on infer-
ring M200c using Lx is 20% (Allevato et al. 2012). Column 7 lists
Lx,0.1−2.4 in the rest-frame 0.1–2.4 keV energy range. Column
8 presents the galaxy velocity dispersion in km s−1, estimated
from LX using the scaling relations (Erfanianfar et al. 2013).
Column 9 shows group’s R200c in degrees. Column 10 lists the
mean group temperature in keV estimated using L–T relation as
in Finoguenov et al. (2007).
The group X-ray flux in the observed 0.5-2 keV band (in
units of 10−14 ergs cm−2 s−1) and a corresponding 1σ error is
Fig. 8. Survey volume as a function of halo mass. Solid
black,dotted red, dashed magenta and dashed-dotted blue curves
present trends for the four redshift intervals, S-I to S-IV, which
are described in §4.3.
listed in column 11. Column 12 provides the significance of the
flux estimate. Column 13 reports the visual flag as defined in
§3.1. Column 14 reports the spectroscopic redshift, available for
45 groups. We mark the spectroscopic redshift of groups adopted
from with Adami et al. (2011) with ′∗′.
To test the evolution of properties of galaxy groups in obser-
vations and SAMs, we define four subsamples using the follow-
ing redshift and halo mass ranges:
(S–I) 0.04 <z<0.31 & 13.00< log( M200M ) ≤13.45
(S–II) 0.20<z≤0.45 & 13.45< log( M200M ) ≤14.02
(S–III) 0.45<z≤0.80 & 13.45< log( M200M ) ≤14.02
(S–IV) 0.80<z≤1.10 & 13.45< log( M200M ) ≤14.02
S–I includes 30 galaxy groups, and other three subsamples,
S–II, S–III and S–IV, contain 23, 29 and 41 massive groups, re-
spectively. In Fig. 7, we illustrate subsamples with dashed boxes.
4.4. Abundance of galaxy groups
In order to study the abundance of galaxy groups in our sur-
vey, we compute the survey volume using the sensitivity toward
the group detection as a function of coordinate in four selected
redshift intervals. The components of the calculation consist of
the countrate limits as a function of coordinate and a predicted
countrate from a galaxy group given its redshift and mass in
the 16′′ − 128′′ aperture defined by the detection scales. The
X-ray luminosity of the group is computed for each mass and
redshift using the Leauthaud et al. (2010) scaling relation, and
the surface brightness profile of the group is computed using the
parametrization of Finoguenov et al. (2007). The countrate lim-
its correspond to a four sigma deviation in the background RMS
predicted on the scale of the detection, which include the local
residual background estimate by the wavelets and the systematic
errors on AGN removal. The analysis of the noise of the im-
age on the detection scales has been presented in Connelly et al.
(2012) and its negative side is well described by the Gaussian.
Fig.8 shows the computed survey volume of the X-ray galaxy
groups as a function of the halo mass, M200, for different sub-
samples.
In Fig.9 we compare the number density of galaxy groups
as a function of halo mass (solid black histogram with error
bar) with that from the SAMs of G11 (red dotted histogram),
B06 (dash-dotted blue histogram) and DLB07 (dashed green his-
togram). Number of observed galaxy groups in each halo mass
bin is normalized to the corresponding volume as shown in Fig.8.
For the normalization of the number of galaxy groups in the
models we use the constant volume of the Millennium simu-
lation, a box of size 500 h−1Mpc on a side. Halo abundance in
models is consistent with the observed trend for S–I (left top
panel). For S–II (right top panel ) and S–III (left bottom panel),
this consistency becomes worse at high masses, but the agree-
ment reappears at higher redshift traced by the subsample S–IV
(right bottom panel).
A detailed assessment of the cosmological importance of the
observed halo abundances is outside the scopes of this paper and
would need to include the effect of the sample variance at high
halo masses. The main conclusion we draw is that for further
comparison we should rather use fractions determined separately
for the group catalogs in observations and simulations.
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Fig. 9. The observed number density of galaxy groups as a function of halo mass (black histogram with error bars) compared to the
halo catalogs of B06, DLB07 and G11 for S–I (top left panel), S–II (top right panel), S–III (bottom left panel) and S–IV (bottom
right panel). Number density of halos in B06, G11 and DLB07 have been plotted with blue dashed-dotted, red dotted and green
dashed histograms and are identical. Halo abundance in simulations is consistent with the observed number density of galaxy groups
in S–I, but this consistency is reduced at high masses for S–II and S–III. Subsamples are defined in the legend of each plot.
5. Membership contamination and magnitude gap
calculation
5.1. Contamination of group membership
The purity of the galaxy selection using the red-sequence
method is important for calculating the magnitude gap of galaxy
groups. In the absence of spectroscopic group membership, the
calculation using red sequence galaxies may be contaminated by
dusty star forming galaxies (DSFGs).
We examine the impact of contamination of group mem-
bers by DSFGs using the X-ray galaxy group catalog in the red-
shift range 0.066<z<1.544 presented in Erfanianfar et al. (2013)
and the data of galaxies in the AEGIS Herschel survey located
within a CFHTLS field covering the redshift range 0.05<z<1.10.
We define as DSFGs those galaxies which have star formation
rate above ≈100 M  yr−1 as inferred from FIR observations by
Herschel space telescope (Erfanianfar et al. 2014).
For each group in our CFHTLS catalog we test whether any
of DSFGs would be selected as a member. We apply a luminosity
cut of L>0.4L∗, and use two red-sequence finders: a single r′-i′
color, and our two color selection (§4.1). The contamination for
each group is estimated by multiplying the number of DSFGs
selected by the red sequence method to the ratio of the area of
group which was used to define the magnitude gap (0.5R200) and
the area of the Herschel data coverage of the AEGIS field, ∼0.35
degrees2. Fig. 10 shows the expected contamination for each
group versus its redshift for the single color and the two color
selection of the group members. Two color selection completely
removes the contamination at z<0.6. The expected contamina-
tion by DSFGs at 0.6<z<1.1 is low, .3%, to significantly affect
the magnitude gap measurement.
To examine the effect of the contamination by DSFGs on the
magnitude gap calculation, we use data of nine galaxy groups
with spectroscopic membership from the AEGIS X-ray groups
catalog within the redshift range of 0.65<z<1.1 (Erfanianfar et
al. 2013, 2014). The redshift range of these groups of galaxies
covers the range where the contamination by DSFGs is the high-
est.
Although, the redshifts of these groups do not span the full
redshift range of our catalog, they can still give us a good esti-
mate of contamination of the star forming foreground or back-
ground galaxies to the red-sequence. For these nine groups, we
only find two galaxies as DSFGs which are group members, but
they are not selected as a brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) or the
second brightest satellite.
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Thus, in this test we also find that the contamination by
DSFGs has no effect on the magnitude gap estimate. In addition,
one way to inspect the effect of the red sequence selection on the
magnitude gap estimate is to compare values of the magnitude
gap which are calculated using the photometric membership to
that of the spectroscopic membership.
We use the X-ray group catalogs from the AEGIS field
(Erfanianfar et al. 2013), the COSMOS field (Finoguenov et al.
2007; George et al. 2011), including all spectroscopic observa-
tions, available within the collaboration. We also use all spectro-
scopic data of groups in our catalog provided by the VVDS data
and Adami et al. (2011).
We only consider the ∼1 degree2 area of the COSMOS sur-
vey, that is in common with CFHTLS survey, where a compar-
ison to our red sequence selection using CFHT colors is pos-
sible. Altogether, we obtain a catalog of 84 galaxy groups (42
groups from the COSMOS catalog, 26 groups from our catalog
and 16 galaxy groups from the AEGIS catalog), having the spec-
troscopic confirmation of the magnitude gap. These groups span
a redshift range of 0.05<z<1.22, which is similar to the redshift
range of our XMM-LSS catalog.
Fig. 10. Model prediction for red sequence contamination by
dusty star-burst galaxies versus redshift of group. The filled red
circles and open black open squares show the contamination for
single color and two color selection of group members.
For this sample of 84 groups (COSMOS+AEGIS+XMM-
LSS) we select the red sequence and spectroscopic members of
groups according to the approach described in §4.1. We com-
pute the magnitude gap between the first and the second brightest
group galaxies using both spectroscopic and photometric group
members, separately. The magnitude gaps of the spectroscopic
sample range from 0.02 to 5.75.
In Fig.11 we compare the magnitude gap distribution of the
COSMOS+AEGIS+XMM-LSS groups for two calculations of
gap, one – using red sequence membership (dotted blue his-
togram) and the other – using the spectroscopic membership
(dashed red histogram). It appears that the two distributions do
not deviate considerably. In Fig.11 we also compare these distri-
butions to that of our XMM-LSS galaxy groups catalog with red
sequence members (solid black histogram).
Fig. 11. Comparison of the magnitude gap distributions be-
tween our X-ray group catalog (XMM-LSS) with the red se-
quence membership (solid black histogram) and 84 X-ray galaxy
groups from the COSMOS+AEGIS+XMM-LSS with the spec-
troscopic membership (dashed red histogram) and the red se-
quence membership (dotted blue histogram). The redshift range
is 0.05<z<1.22. A good agreement is seen between the two dis-
tributions, implying that the results obtained with the red se-
quence selection are robust.
By comparing the spectroscopic and photometric member-
ship assignment for the COSMOS+AEGIS+XMM-LSS groups,
we find that redshifts of the second ranked red sequence galax-
ies in six groups deviates from the redshift of the hosting galaxy
group. The magnitude gaps of these contaminated groups, which
have been computed using red sequence galaxies range as fol-
lows: three galaxy groups with ∆M1,2 ≥1.7 (classified as fos-
sils) and three galaxy groups with ∆M1,2 ≤1.28 (classified as
non-fossils). Differences between the gap values in two calcu-
lations range from 0.05 to 1.2 mag. These deviations do not af-
fect the classification by ∆M1,2 in 5 out of 6 cases. From finding
one system to change the classification, we place a 95% confi-
dence limit on the effect of < 6%, based on the Poisson PDF.
We added the uncertainty associated with this to each magnitude
bin. Fractionally the effect is strongest for the bin containing the
large magnitude gap systems.
5.2. Determination of ∆M1,2 and definition of fossil groups
In a number of studies different fossil group criteria for the mag-
nitude gap and search radius have been used. For instance, La
Barbera et al. (2012) defined as fossil groups those elliptical
galaxies with no satellite brighter than a given magnitude gap
of ∆M1,2 ≥1.75, within a search radius of 0.35 Mpc and a maxi-
mum redshift difference of 0.001. Voevodkin et al. (2010) classi-
fied an object as a fossil group if ∆M1,2 ≥ 1.7 for galaxies inside
0.7r500. Smith et al. (2010) used a fixed projected physical ra-
dius of R = 640 kpc (∼ 0.4r200) for a sample of massive clusters
at z∼0.2 to study the distribution of luminosity gap.
We define the spatial selection of galaxies for the ∆M1,2 cal-
culation in such a way that it allows us to select a subsample of
fossil groups candidates. For computing the magnitude gap of a
galaxy group, we adopt the coordinates of the BGG as a center
of group and measure the magnitude gap, ∆M1,2, using the rest
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Fig. 12. The observed fraction of galaxy groups as a function of their magnitude gap (black points with error bars) compared to
the predictions of semi-analytic galaxy formation models, B06 (solid and dashed-dotted blue histograms), DLB07 (solid and dotted
green histograms) and G11 (solid and dashed red histograms) for S–I (top left panel), S–II (top right panel), S–III (bottom left panel)
and S–IV (bottom right panel). We find that the fraction of groups declines with magnitude gap at all redshifts. Magnitude gap bin
sizes are equal to one magnitude for ∆M1,2 <2. ∆M1,2 ≥2 systems are plotted as a 2 magnitude wide bin.
frame absolute r-band magnitude of galaxies between the BGG
and the second brightest galaxy within 0.5R200, following Jones
et al. (2003). The same definition of the magnitude gap has been
applied to the SAM catalogs.
We define as a fossil group candidate, the X-ray group of
galaxies that has a magnitude gap exceeding ∆M1,2 ≈1.7 mag
within 0.5R200. The low Lx cut has been historically done to
avoid inclusion of X-ray emitting galaxies. However, by im-
plying this cut one restricts the studies only to massive groups.
Since we remove the galactic contribution to the X-ray emission
by using only large spatial scales in the flux estimates, we do
not have to limit the selection of fossil groups. Our lowest Lx
group has a luminosity in the rest-frame 0.1–2.4 keV band of
(3.6±1.3)×1041 ergs s−1.
6. Results and discussion
6.1. Magnitude gap distribution
We calculate the magnitude gap between the first and the second
brightest galaxies in groups and clusters according to the method
described in §5.2. For 26 groups in our catalog we calculate the
magnitude gap using a spectroscopic membership assignment
and for the remaining 102 groups the gaps are calculated using
the red-sequence membership assignment.
In Fig.12, we compare the distribution of the magnitude
gap between X-ray groups and the predictions of SAMs, G11 ,
DLB07 and B06. As discussed in §2.2, the completeness limit
may affect the magnitude gap calculation of groups with ∆
M1,2 > 2 at z>0.5. To account for this effect we define two dif-
ferent bin sizes, with 1 mag for systems with ∆M1,2 <2, while
assigning all ∆M1,2 ≥2 groups to a single bin (see Fig.3). Such a
binning scheme is introduced to remove the effect of complete-
ness on the binned fractions.
For SAMs we use both the formal selection of the subsam-
ples (solid histograms) and modeling of the X-ray selection. For
the later, we introduce mass-dependent weights, Vobs(M200,z)Vsim . Vobs
is the survey volume for detecting groups as a function of M200
and z, where Vsim is equal to the (500 Mpc h−1)3 volume of the
Millennium simulation. We evaluate the total number of groups
corresponding to each ∆M1,2 bin by summation of the weighted
number of groups. We illustrate the so constructed model mag-
nitude gap distributions with dashed red (G11), dashed-dotted
blue (B06) and dotted green (DBL07) histograms in Fig. 12. It
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Fig. 13. Halo mass dependence of the fraction of groups with ∆M1,2 >1. Black points with error bars show the data and dotted red,
dashed blue and dash-dotted green histograms present model predictions of G11, B06 and DLB07, respectively for S–I (top left
panel), S–II (top right panel), S–III (bottom left panel) and S–IV (bottom right panel). While the data are in agreement with the
models, the low statistics of the data prevents us from choosing the best model.
can be seen that the differences in the resulting magnitude gap
distributions are small compared to our observational errors.
In agreement with the findings of Smith et al. (2010), the
fraction of detected groups, f (∆M1,2), in all histograms of Fig.
12 declines with ∆M1,2. A linear relation provides a good fit to
the data. We provide the fit parameters corresponding to each
subsample in Tab.2. The slope of the relation is shallower for
(S–I) compared to other subsamples, indicating a larger contri-
bution of fossil groups. The trends seen in the data for groups
and clusters with ∆M1,2 63 are well reproduced by both DLB07
and G11 models, while the B06 model predicts the slopes that
are too steep. In addition, as previously noticed by Dariush et al.
(2010), the B06 model over-predicts the fraction of clusters with
∆M1,2 61 for S-II to S-IV.
In Fig. 13, we investigate a mass dependence of the fraction
of groups characterized by a large magnitude gap (∆M1,2 ≥ 1).
The relation reveals a mild dependence on mass, justifying our
use of wide mass bins.
Fig. 14 summarizes the trends presented in Fig. 13 and shows
the redshift evolution of the mean fraction of large magnitude
gap groups/clusters, n(z). We find that n(z) evolves slowly with
redshift: n(z)=0.47-0.12×z, in agreement with all models. B06
underestimates fraction of clusters having a large magnitude gap.
Table 2. Parameters of the linear fit to a distribution of groups over the
value of magnitude gap, ∆M1,2.
Subsample Intercept slope
S–I 0.51 ± 0.12 −0.11 ± 0.06
S–II 0.70 ± 0.01 −0.22 ± 0.01
S–III 0.57 ± 0.14 −0.14 ± 0.07
S–IV 0.75 ± 0.17 −0.25 ± 0.09
Fig. 14. The redshift evolution of the fraction of groups and clus-
ters with ∆M1,2 > 1. The error bars correspond to the 95% con-
fidence limits of the standard error of the mean.
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Behavior of the luminosity gap in groups and clusters can
depend on several effects, which we describe below. If a galaxy
brighter than the second brightest galaxy falls into the cluster or
group, the luminosity gap of the system changes to a lower value,
as soon as the infalling galaxy passes into (0.5R200), within
which the ∆M1,2 is calculated. For the galaxy group members,
the dynamical friction causes satellite galaxies to merge together
or with the central galaxy. Mergers between satellites can reduce
the number of satellite galaxies in SAMs and in massive halos,
especially reducing the number of the low-luminosity satellite
galaxies; the product of merger is more luminous and massive.
Finally, evolution of galaxy properties, most notably the stellar
mass and age of the stellar population in both central and satel-
lite galaxies also affects the magnitude gap. This in turn depends
on the gas cooling rate, tidal stripping and disruption, AGN and
SNe feedback.
The G11 model shows the best agreement with our observa-
tional results, possibly due to its advances in modeling the satel-
lite disruption and gas striping due to the tidal and ram-pressure
forces and the satellite-satellite merger. These processes are not
taken into account in B06 and DLB07, but play an important
role in the evolution of the galaxy luminosity in massive halos
(Conroy et al. 2007a,b; Henriques & Thomas 2010; Liu et al.
2010).
6.2. Magnitude gap and BCG luminosity relation
6.2.1. Mr - ∆M1,2
In Figs. 15 to 19 we plot the absolute magnitudes of the first
(Mr,1) and the second (Mr,2) brightest galaxies against ∆M1,2.
Previously, such butterfly diagrams have been used to quan-
tify the comparison between observations and predictions of the
SAMs below the redshift of ∼0.3 (Smith et al. 2010; Tavasoli
et al. 2011). In this paper, we extend these studies to z< 1.10.
In §5.1 we examined whether contamination can affect the
gap computations when the red-sequence method is applied for
the selection of group membership versus the spectroscopic se-
lection. In Fig. 15 we examine this effect on the butterfly di-
agrams, which are constructed using the spectroscopic sample
of the COSMOS+AEGIS+XMM-LSS groups at z<0.6 (lower
panel) and z>0.6 (upper panel). The redshift binning is lim-
ited by the sample size. In Fig. 15 the filled green and open
blue circles show the absolute r-band magnitudes of the spectro-
scopically selected BCGs and satellites as a function of ∆M1,2,
respectively. These are quantified by linear regressions (solid
black lines), Mr,1 = a1 + b1∆M1,2 and Mr,2 = a2 + b2∆M1,2.
We have compared the results of these linear fits with those
for the red-sequence selected BCGs and satellites (dashed red
lines). Coefficients of fits are presented in Tab. 3. This com-
parison shows that the slopes of the red-sequence selection are
slightly shallower than those for the spectroscopic membership
and the membership contamination is a little more effective for
the high-z groups compared to the low-z groups. However, the
trends in the Mr,1 - ∆M1,2 and Mr,2 - ∆M1,2 relations for both
red-sequence and spectroscopic members at z<0.6 and z>0.6 are
similar and differences between the slopes/intercepts lie within
the corresponding uncertainties. Thus, we expect that our find-
ings which are derived from butterfly diagrams of our XMM-
LSS catalog are valid within observational errors.
In Fig. 16, we compare the observed Mr,1–∆M1,2 and Mr,2–
∆M1,2 relations with model predictions of G11 (top panel), B06
(middle panel) and DLB07 (bottom panel) for S–I. The observed
luminosity of the first-ranked galaxy (filled black circles) in-
Fig. 15. The absolute r-band magnitudes of the first (filled
green circles) and the second (open blue circles) bright-
est galaxies as a function of the magnitude gap for the
COSMOS+AEGIS+XMM-LSS sample of groups, having spec-
troscopic members. The solid black and dashed red lines show
linear fits for the spectroscopic and red sequence selections of
group membership, respectively. The upper panel and lower
panel show the butterfly diagrams for high-z and low-z groups,
respectively.
creases very slowly with ∆M1,2, so the difference in the mag-
nitude is due to the second-ranked galaxies (open black circles),
which declines from Mr ∼ −21.5 at ∆M1,2 ∼0 to Mr ∼-18 at
∆M1,2 ∼3.5. The values of the linear fit coefficients are given in
Tab. 3. For S–I, the galaxies in the G11 model are more luminous
than the observed galaxies by ∼0.3 mag. In contrast, galaxies in
the B06 and DLB07 models tend to be less luminous than the
observed galaxies by ∼0.5 to 0.7 mag.
For the S–II, a similar comparison is presented in Fig.17.
The increase in the absolute magnitude of the BCG with ∆M1,2
is ≈3 higher than in S–I, reaching -22.5 at ∆M1,2 ∼3.5. The ab-
solute magnitude of the satellite galaxy declines from Mr ∼-21.5
at ∆M1,2 ∼0 to Mr ∼-19 at ∆M1,2 ∼3.5. As in S–I, the galaxies
in the G11 model tend to be 0.5 mag more luminous than the
observed ones. The B06 model predicts reasonably well the ob-
served luminosity of the first-ranked and second ranked galaxies
as a function of ∆M1,2. The predicted luminosities of galaxies in
the DLB07 model are less luminous than the observed ones.
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Fig. 16. The absolute r-band magnitudes of the first and the
second brightest galaxies as a function of the magnitude gap.
The S–I data are shown by filled (BCG) and open (2-nd ranked
galaxy) black circles with the dashed black lines showing the lin-
ear fit. Each panel shows the results of one of the SAMs (G11–
top, B06–middle, DLB07–bottom), with green (red) points and
a line showing the individual points and the fit to the BCG (2-nd
ranked galaxy).
We show the butterfly diagrams for S–III in Fig. 18. As for
the low-z subsamples, the luminosity of the BCG rises very
slowly with ∆M1,2, spanning a range of -23. Mr .-21 with
∆M1,2. While, the luminosity of the satellite galaxy decreases
from Mr ∼-22 at ∆M1,2 ∼0 to Mr ∼-19 at ∆M1,2 ∼ 3.5.
Finally, Fig. 19 illustrates the luminosities of BCG and 2-
nd ranked galaxy as a function of magnitude gap for S–IV. The
BCG absolute magnitudes span a range of -24. Mr .-21.5 and
increase slowly with ∆M1,2. The luminosity of the second ranked
Fig. 17. Same as in Fig. 16 , but for the BCGs and second bright-
est satellites in S–II.
galaxy declines from Mr ∼-22.5 at ∆M1,2 ∼0 to Mr ∼-20 at
∆M1,2 ∼3.5.
6.2.2. Redshift evolution of the butterfly diagram
In Fig.20, we compare the redshift evolution of the intercept of
Mr,1 − ∆M1,2 (top panel) and Mr,2 − ∆M1,2 (bottom panel) rela-
tions in our observations and the models. We find a significant
negative redshift evolution of the intercepts for BCGs and their
satellites by ∼0.8 mag for clusters at z&0.25. All models exhibit
a shallower evolution of the intercepts with redshift compared
to the data. A steeper negative evolution in the BCG magnitudes
in time, is most likely due to younger stellar population age of
BCGs, compared to the models. The intercept of the predicted
butterfly diagram for S–I at low redshifts tend to be closer to G11
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Table 3. The Best linear fit to the M1,r and M2,r as a function of ∆M1,2. The four upper rows present coefficients of the linear fit to the butterfly
diagrams of our catalog and four lower rows list those for the sample of 84 groups from COSMOS+AEGIS+XMM-LSS.
Subsample Mean redshift a1 b1 a2 b2
XMM-LSS (our catalog)
S–I 0.175 −21.44 ± 0.11 −0.11 ± 0.10 −21.42 ± 0.17 0.88 ± 0.11
S–II 0.325 −21.66 ± 0.22 −0.28 ± 0.15 −21.67 ± 0.22 0.72 ± 0.20
S–III 0.625 −22.13 ± 0.15 −0.19 ± 0.12 −22.14 ± 0.15 0.82 ± 0.13
S–IV 0.95 −22.35 ± 0.15 −0.30 ± 0.08 −22.35 ± 0.16 0.70 ± 0.16
COSMOS+AEGIS+XMM-LSS
red-sequence selection 0.3 −22.67 ± 0.15 −0.10 ± 0.10 −22.28 ± 0.14 0.46 ± 0.10
spectroscopic selection 0.3 −22.72 ± 0.14 −0.05 ± 0.09 −22.34 ± 0.14 0.53 ± 0.09
red-sequence selection 0.9 −23.67 ± 0.23 0.16 ± 0.34 −23.69 ± 0.23 1.26 ± 0.33
spectroscopic selection 0.9 −23.86 ± 0.21 0.37 ± 0.26 −23.83 ± 0.20 1.48 ± 0.25
Fig. 18. Same as in Fig. 16, but for the BCGs and second bright-
est satellites in S–III.
Fig. 19. Same as in Fig. 16, but for the BCGs and the second
brightest satellites in S–IV.
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compared to two other models, indicating importance of their ad-
vances in the modeling. A possible reason for over-prediction of
the BCG or BGG luminosity in G11 is that this model incorpo-
rates a disruption mechanism which provides additional gas and
metal-rich material for the hot gas atmosphere of BCG, thus in-
creasing the cooling rate and star formation in BCG (see G11).
To achieve a good agreement with observations, it may still be
needed to increase slightly the strength of AGN feedback in this
model.
In Fig. 21, we show a lack of the redshift evolution in the
slope of the butterfly diagram. No dependence on the absolute
magnitude of BCG and an agreement between all models, indi-
cates that the mechanism for creating large gaps is not strongly
affected by the star-formation and feedback, and is due to dis-
ruption of galaxies. However, as we discussed above, the mod-
els show differences in the fraction of high gap systems, which
is controlled by the efficiency of the transformation.
Fig. 20. Evolution of the zero point of the Mr,1–∆M1,2 (upper
panel.) and Mr,2– ∆M1,2 (bottom panel.) relations with redshift.
The solid black curve with error bars represents the data. Dotted
red, dashed blue and dash-dotted green curves show the model
predictions of G11, B06 and DLB07, respectively. In contrast to
the models, we observe a significant evolution with redshift.
Fig. 21. Evolution of the slopes of the Mr,1–∆M1,2 (upper
panel.) and Mr,2– ∆M1,2 (bottom panel.) relations with redshift.
The models and the data reveal a nearly constant evolution with
redshift.
6.3. Fossil groups
Using the magnitude gap, we identify 23 fossil groups in our
catalog. The fossil groups constitute 22.2±6% and 12.3±7.0%
of all identified X-ray groups in our catalog at z≤ 0.6 and z>0.6,
respectively. In this calculation we include the impact of the
contamination (when using the red-sequence method versus the
spectroscopic approach to select group membership) and com-
pleteness effects on the gap measurements. This misclassifica-
tion causes the fraction of fossil groups to be underestimated by
±20% at high-z, which we add to the errors. Although the sig-
nificance of the redshift evolution of the fraction of the fossil
groups is marginal, it is also found in a nearly independent sam-
ple of the COSMOS+AEGIS+XMM-LSS groups, which con-
tains 23.1±7% and 10.5±8% of all groups as fossil groups at z≤
0.6 and z>0.6, respectively.
We mark the fossil groups in Fig. 7 with red circles to il-
lustrate their occurrence as a function of total mass and redshift.
Given the previous results on the prevalence of cool cores among
the fossil groups, in the following we verify that we do not have
a preferential selection of the fossil groups. Given the limited
statistics of the X-ray data, we select the extent of X-ray detec-
tion as a parameter of the comparison. If the extends are much
smaller, it would indicate that the central part of the emission
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dominates the detection and the X-ray selection of fossils is dif-
ferent to the bulk of the groups.
We compare the distributions of RXR500 ratio for fossils to non-
fossils, selected by implying ∆M1,2 ≤0.5 in Fig. 22 (top panel).
RX is the detected extent of the X-ray emission, while R500 is
the extent of X-ray emission anticipated for the given flux of
the group. The distribution of RXR500 ratio is skewed toward the
lower values for fossils compared to the non-fossil groups, with
1% probability of chance occurrence, based on the K-S test.
However, as also shown in Fig. 22, the observed extent of the
X-ray emission is a strong function of the redshift of the group.
So, for a refined comparison of the extent of X-ray detection
for fossil candidates and non-fossils, we separate the groups into
two redshift bins: with z>0.6 and z≤0.6. We find that fossils ex-
hibit only a marginally lower values of RXR500 ratio compared to
non-fossils in both redshift ranges, z>0.6 and z≤0.6, which may
also be due to residual differences in the redshift distribution. In
our method, the cores of groups are removed prior to detection,
which as this test shows, reduces the impact of X-ray selection.
In Fig. A.1 to Fig. A.22 we show the X-ray emission as
contours on the CFHTLS RGB images for the fossils candidate
groups listed in Tab. A.1. We show the color magnitude diagrams
of g′-r′ and r ′- i′ versus z′ for the fossil candidates at z<0.66,
and r ′-i ′ and i ′-z′ versus z′ for those at z≥0.66. Group members
(dark circles) are selected according to the method described in
§4.1. We mark the BGG and the second brightest galaxies on
each RGB image and all color magnitude diagrams.
7. Summary and conclusions
We search for the extended X-ray emission using the contigu-
ous XMM coverage of the CFHTLS W1 field by the XMM–
LSS public data. We provide a catalog of 129 X-ray galaxy
groups including 44 groups with a spectroscopic redshift over
∼3 degrees2, spanning the redshift range 0.04<z<1.23, char-
acterised by a rest frame 0.1–2.4 keV band luminosity range
between 1041 and 1044 ergs s−1. We utilize a two-color red-
sequence finder for the photometric selection of group members
and to calculate the mean group redshift. For the first time, we
perform a statistical analysis on the luminosity gap of groups
over the wide redshift range of our catalog. We compare our ob-
servational results with predictions of SAMs presented in G11,
DLB07 and B06. Our main results are as follows:
(i) We have compared the flux for the groups and clusters in
common with the C1 clusters of Adami et al. (2011). We show
that clusters at z> 0.6 have important differences in flux esti-
mates as a consequence of point source contamination.
(ii) We show that two color selection of group members re-
duces the sample contamination by DSFGs at .0.6 compared to
a single color selection. This contamination slightly affects the
sample at z&0.6 (by ≈3%).
In addition, to test the effect of a red sequence selection of
members on the magnitude gap measurements and the determi-
nation of the fraction of fossil or non-fossil groups, we compare
the magnitude gap values computed using the spectroscopic and
red sequence members for a sample of 84 spectroscopic X-ray
groups from our catalogs in the AEGIS, COSMOS and XMM-
LSS fields. We find that the systematic effect on the magnitude
gap computation is limited to < 6 % at 95% Poisson confidence
level, which is low compared to our statistical uncertainties. We
apply this effect on our estimate of the fraction of fossil groups
and number of groups in each ∆M1,2 bin in Fig. 12. Using this
sample we show that our results which are derived by combin-
Fig. 22. Upper panel. Distribution of the ratio of the X-ray ex-
tent of the detection to the total extent of X-ray emission, RXR500 for
the fossil group candidates (∆M1,2 ≥1.7) (dotted blue histogram)
and non-fossils (∆M1,2 ≤0.5) (solid red histogram) in our X-ray
group catalog. The fraction of fossil groups is skewed toward the
lower values of RXR500 compared to the non-fossil groups. Middle
panel. The RXR500 distribution for X-ray groups in different subsam-
ples. Lower panel. The redshift evolution of the extent of X-ray
detection for galaxy groups/clusters. A redshift evolution in the
ratio by 0.25 in amplitude is seen for all groups.
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ing groups with red-sequence and spectroscopic membership are
valid and we quantified the corresponding uncertainties.
(iii) We demonstrate that the fraction of groups as a func-
tion of ∆M1,2 exhibits a flatter slope for low-z and low-mass
groups in S–I compared to higher redshift subsamples, reveal-
ing the build-up of high magnitude gap groups at low redshift.
We derive a marginally higher fraction of groups with ∆M1,2 ≥2
compared to all models for S–I. We find that the B06 model is
not able to reproduce the observed trends for ∆M1,2 distributions.
On the other hand, G11 and DLB07 models predict reasonably
well ∆M1,2 distributions for groups and clusters.
It appears that the magnitude gap distribution of groups
with ∆M1,2 .2 is well modeled by these two models. However
the consistency between them and observations is reduced for
groups and clusters with large magnitude gap, such as fossil
groups, indicating that the fraction of these objects have not
been understood completely. We report a good agreement be-
tween distributions of the magnitude gap for our groups catalog
with red sequence selection of group members and that of our
spectroscopic sample of 84 groups within the redshift range of
0.05<z<1.22 (see Fig. 11).
(iv) We show that the model abundance by volume of galaxy
groups is in agreement with low-z X-ray groups in S–I. However,
at higher redshifts the observed number density of groups with
higher halo masses is below the predicted model values which
we attribute to cosmic variance and sensitivity of the abundance
of high-mass systems to cosmological parameters. We demon-
strate that the observed mean fraction of X-ray clusters with
∆M1,2 ≥1 evolves slowly with redshift in agreement with all
models, with the exception of B06, which under-predicts the
fraction of clusters with ∆M1,2 ≤1. A larger fraction of groups
with ∆M1,2 ≤1 is detected at lower redshifts, in agreement with
the models.
(v) We investigate the absolute r-band magnitude of the first
and the second brightest galaxies as a function of the magni-
tude gap. We find a significant negative evolution of the inter-
cept (∼0.8 mag) of the Mr,1 - ∆M1,2 and Mr,2 - ∆M1,2 relations
for clusters at 0.2.z.1.10. In comparison, all the models pre-
dict a flatter redshift evolution for the intercepts. We attribute
the steeper negative evolution in the BCG magnitudes to a more
recent build-up of stellar mass in these galaxies (in agreement
with the models), suggestive of a stronger redshift dependence
of AGN feedback. The G11 model predicts well the intercepts
for low-z and low-mass groups, indicating the importance of the
improvements which have been made to this model. Conversely,
B06 and DLB07 models under-predict the intercepts for the
BGGs and their satellites. The observed slope of the Mr,1−∆M1,2
and Mr,2 − ∆M1,2 relations for clusters show a nearly constant
redshift evolution, consistent with all models. We conclude that
the mechanisms for creating magnitude gaps is well modeled in
the SAMs. For galaxy groups, we find that the G11 and DLB07
models predict reasonably well the slopes of the butterfly dia-
grams. We conclude that satellite distribution in galaxy groups
is too efficient in the B06 model.
(vi) We have selected 22 fossil group candidates us-
ing the magnitude gap criterion. Similar to other studies we
find that fossil groups constitute 22.2±6% of all groups at
z<0.6. We report a redshift evolution in this fraction which
drops to 12.3±7% at z>0.6. These numbers and their evo-
lution are consistent with those of our spectroscopic sample
of COSMOS+AEGIS+XMM-LSS groups where we classify
23.1±7% and 10.5±8 % of all groups as fossils at z≤0.6 and
z>0.6, respectively. We show that some fossil group candidates
include few galaxies, located outside the 0.5R200, which are
brighter than the second bright galaxy which used for the mag-
nitude gap estimate, supporting a suggestion of Von Benda-
Beckmann et al. (2008) that large magnitude gaps can be refilled
by infall.
Finally, this study demonstrates that magnitude gap can be
used to differentiate between models. We find that the recent im-
provements in the SAM of G11 brings it closer to the observa-
tions compared to the early version of the SAMs, DBL07 and
B06. However, it still fails to reproduce all the results. For cur-
rent SAMs only a single model output is available. However,
in order to improve the understanding further, a grid of model
predictions fully sampling the parameter space of amplitude and
redshift evolution of the relevant physical mechanisms such as
AGN feedback is essential.
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Table A.1. Fossil group candidates.
Group ID zphot RABGG(J2000) DecBGG(J2000) r′ ∆M1,2
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
101540 0.07 36.3736 -4.0120 14.219 1.922
101391 0.07 36.1958 -4.1475 16.929 3.297
102820 0.11 36.9687 -3.8552 17.213 2.059
100130 0.13 36.8133 -5.0756 16.367 2.645
103330 0.14 35.3946 -4.038 17.142 6.922
101210 0.15 36.3319 -4.317 16.634 1.747
100150 0.16 35.2821 -4.9992 17.302 2.957
100010 0.22 36.4159 -5.0052 17.241 1.714
102130 0.23 35.6247 -3.8769 18.470 2.232
101290 0.25 36.6974 -4.2531 18.733 2.514
101480 0.34 36.6486 -4.0695 18.025 2.157
100640 0.34 35.5052 -4.6332 18.128 2.022
101200 0.47 35.6688 -4.3064 20.393 4.607
103320 0.53 36.5861 -3.7339 20.354 1.791
101730 0.6 36.0241 -3.9213 20.130 1.955
101360 0.6 36.8554 -4.1823 20.489 2.728
100620 0.66 37.1107 -4.6587 22.320 2.103
101000 0.76 35.8876 -4.4227 21.136 1.727
102220 0.86 35.7790 -3.7906 22.957 2.187
100120 0.88 35.3644 -5.067 22.125 3.080
101490 0.94 35.3728 -4.0977 22.336 1.989
100430 0.98 36.1239 -4.8010 22.342 1.861
101120 1.1 35.5422 -4.3494 21.181 2.808
Appendix A: Fossil group candidates
In Tab. A1 we present fossil group candidates catalog. Column 1
and column 2 are group id and the photometric redshift of group.
Columns 3 and 4 present the BGG coordinate RA.(J2000) and
Dec.(J2000) in degrees. Columns 5 and 6 are BGG r′-band mag-
nitude and ∆M1,2. In Figs. A.1-A.22 we show the X-ray emission
as contours overlaid on the CFHTLS RGB image (top panel) and
the color magnitude diagrams of g′ - r′ and r′ - i′ versus z′ for z
< 0.6 and r′ - i′ and i′- z′ versus z′ for z > 0.6 for fossil group
candidates listed in Tab. A.1.
In §5.2 we define a fossil group and the search radius used
for the magnitude gap calculation. Group members selected us-
ing two colors according to the method described in §4.1. We
show group members with filled black circles in each color
magnitude diagrams. The first and second brightest galaxies are
marked by red asterisks. The upper and lower limits of colors in
each redshift have been shown with horizontal dotted blue lines.
As it can be seen in the color magnitude diagrams, in some
galaxy groups there are galaxies outside the 0.5R200 that are
brighter than the second galaxy which is used to compute the
∆M1,2. These groups are experiencing the infall of galaxies into
search radius. This demonstrates that the magnitude gap esti-
mate and the identification of fossil groups are very sensitive to
the adopted search radius for selecting the second bright galaxy.
Fig. A.1. Upper panel. Contours of the extended X-ray emission
overlaid on the CFHTLS RGB image of the fossil group 101540
at z=0.07. Middle panel. g′- r′ versus z′. Lower panel. r′ - i′ ver-
sus z′. Filled black circles illustrate group members selected by
the method described in §4.1. The BGG and second brightest
satellite galaxy within 0.5R200 have been marked with red aster-
isks within each color magnitude diagram. The upper and lower
limits of colors have been shown by horizontal dashed lines.
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Fig. A.2. Same as in Fig. A.1, but for the group 101391 at z=
0.07.
Fig. A.3. Same as in Fig. A.1, but for the group 102820 at
z=0.11.
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Fig. A.4. Same as in Fig. A.1, but for the group 100130, at z=
0.13.
Fig. A.5. Same as in Fig. A.1, but for the group 103330 at z=
0.14.
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Fig. A.6. Same as in Fig. A.1, but for the group 101210 at z=
0.15.
Fig. A.7. Same as in Fig. A.1, but for the group100150 at z=
0.16.
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Fig. A.8. Same as in Fig. A.1, but for the group 100010, at
z=0.22.
Fig. A.9. Same as in Fig. A.1, but for the group 102130 at
z=0.23.
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Fig. A.10. Same as in Fig. A.1, but for the group 101290 at
z=0.25.
Fig. A.11. Same as in Fig. A.1, but for the group 101480, at
z=0.34.
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Fig. A.12. Same as in Fig. A.1, but for the group 100640, at
z=0.34.
Fig. A.13. Same as in Fig. A.1, but for the group 101200
at z=0.47. The 2-nd brightest galaxy cannot be found inside
0.5R200 due to completeness effect and the marked galaxy is at
0.6R200 distance to the center.
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Fig. A.14. Same as in Fig. A.1, but for the group 103320 at
z=0.53. Fig. A.15. Same as in Fig. A.1, but for the group 101730, at z
0.60.
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Fig. A.16. Upper panel. Contours of extended X-ray emission
overlaid on the CFHTLS RGB image of the fossil group 100620
at z=0.66. Middle panel. i′- z′ versus z′. Lower panel. r′ - i′ ver-
sus z′. Filled black circles illustrate group members selected by
the method described in §4.1. The BGG and second brightest
satellite galaxy within 0.5R200 have been marked with red aster-
isks within each color magnitude diagram. The upper and lower
limits of colors have been shown by horizontal dotted blue lines.
Fig. A.17. Same as in Fig. A.16, but for the group 101000 at
z=0.76.
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Fig. A.18. Same as in Fig. A.16, but for the group 101120 at
z=0.86.
Fig. A.19. Same as in Fig. A.16, but for the group 100120 at
z=0.88.
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Fig. A.20. Same as in Fig. A.16, but for the group 101490, at
z=0.94.
Fig. A.21. Same as in Fig. A.16, but for the group 100430, at
z=0.98.
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Fig. A.22. Same as in Fig. A.16, but for the group 101120, at
z=1.1.
Fig. A.23. Same as in Fig. A.1, but for the group 101360, at z=
0.60. The RGB image of this group has been presented in Fig. 6
(left bottom panel).
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